
Young leaders, welcome to  
The One Young World Summit 2022

Tuesday 6 September - Afternoon Networking Break
12:30 - 14:30 BST (agenda subject to change)

How to make the most of your network during the One Young World Summit & Beyond

In order to do business, the ability to network and collaborate with others are both essential for success. In this high energy 
session, hear from One Young World Managing Ambassadors as they share effective network tips for success during the 
Summit, along with the incredible social impact that can be generated collectively as a community after the Summit.

Accelerating Impact

Sustainable Cities & The Future of Urban Landscapes

Cities are home to nearly half of the world’s population, with this number expected to reach 70% by 2050. With 
unprecedented rates of urban expansion, new challenges are arising for cities to meet the needs of their residents. In 
this session, hear from government officials from around the world as they discuss how to turn boroughs, cities, and 
metropolitan areas into greener, healthier, more sustainable urban landscapes to tackle climate change, and the Sustainable 
Development Goals and beyond.

Featured Speakers:

• Bev Craig - Leader of Manchester City Council and Councillor for Burnage ward of Manchester City Council
• Malu Molina - Head of Virada SDG Festival, Prefeitura São Paulo
• Mete Coban - Councillor for Stoke Newington, Chief Executive at My Life My Say and One Young World Ambassador
• Angela Minas - One Young World Ambassador & Post-Doctoral Researcher, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research

Lead 2030 Showcase: Reckitt
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:
• Uche Kenneth Udekwe - Founder/CEO, Natal Cares
• Samir Lakhani - Founder, Executive Director, Eco-Soap Bank
• James Chau - International Broadcaster and Host of the China Current

Building Resilient & Sustainable Agriculture Systems
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates that food systems were responsible for 31% of human-caused 
greenhouse gas emissions in 2021. With more than 811 million people going to bed hungry every night and 50 million facing 
famine in 45 countries, it is essential to redesign food systems that ensure access to safe and nutritious food for all. In this 
session, learn about how we can achieve sustainable food systems that deliver food security, have a positive impact on the 
environment while economically benefiting the rising world population.

Featured Speakers:

• Jamie Crummie - Co-Founder Too Good to Go & One Young World Ambassador
• Tolulope Aina - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador
• Ante Joseph - CEO, Farmisphere

Beyond the Screen: Disability Inclusion in the Film & Entertainment Industry
Film and entertainment have become an integral part of how we tell stories and have the power to inspire the masses to 
convene and take action. But how do we ensure that everyone is represented equally within these industries? In this follow 
up session from the Presentation Stage, hear more about  the critical importance of disability inclusion within the film and 
entertainment, the hurdles and experiences faced by Actors with disabilities in these industries, and the critical steps that 
can be taken to drive disability inclusion and accessibility efforts both on and off the big screen.

Featured Speakers:

• Daniel Durant - Actor & Activist
• Keely Kat Wells - One Young World  Ambassador and  Founder, C Talent

Delegate Speaker Q&A: Ocean Conservation

Following up from the Plenary Session on the Presentation Stage, in this session, take this exclusive opportunity to ask your 
questions to this year’s Delegate Speakers and Counsellors as well as hear more about their work, personal journeys and 
experiences.

IKEA’s Open Home

Climate Justice, Human Rights & Me

The impacts of the current climate crisis are not borne equally. In this session, hear from leading experts and activists on 
how climate change intersects with fundamental human rights, how young people globally are mobilising to take action, and 
the steps that can be taken to address these intersectional challenges.

Featured Speakers:

• Dr Danny Sriskandarajah - CEO, OXFAM International
• Barbara Beltran Torres - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador for South America & Founder and Managing 

Director, GREEN Dreams EU

Lead 2030 Showcase: AstraZeneca

The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues.This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Mark Tewksbury - Olympic Champion Swimmer & Chair, Special Olympics Canada
• Juliette White - Vice President Global SHE and Sustainability at AstraZeneca
• Vidyut Mohan - Co-Founder & CEO, Takachar
• Enkhuun Byambadorj - Co-Founder, Breathe Mongolia

Empowering Progress

Mental Health Matters: Cultivating Resilience, Well Being & Community

Our mental health is just as important as our physical health. It strongly affects our daily lives and how we feel, as well as 
our ability to do the things we need and want to do. Accordingly to the Mental Health Foundation, 74% of UK adults surveyed 
have felt stressed, overwhelmed or unable to cope at some point in the past year. Many people are reluctant to talk about 
their mental health, but this can ultimately be more detrimental in the long term. In this session, hear from leading mental 
health experts and advocates as they discuss tips for navigating mental health challenges, the importance of creating safe 
spaces for discussing self care, and the power of community when it comes to well being.

Featured Speakers:

• Lemn Sissay - Poet & Activist
• Elvis Martin - Anti-Racism Task Force Member, Victorian Government

Further sessions to be confirmed

Generation Restoration: Unlocking Blue Solutions

With the acceleration of global warming, the health of our planet’s most important life-giving resource is imperilled. From 
plastic pollution to destructive fishing practices, in this session hear from leading Ocean Conservationists and Marine 
Biologists on how they are addressing the climate crisis, and the actions that can be taken to mitigate these impacts on our 
oceans, through innovative marine solutions.

Featured Speakers:

• Sylvia Earle - American Marine Biologist
• Ilia Calderon - Co-Anchor, Noticiero Univision and Co-host, Aquí y Ahora 
• Daniela Fernandez - Founder, Sustainable Oceans Alliance & One Young World Ambassador
• Diwi Valiente - One Young World Ambassador & Director of Planning and Tourism Development at the Panamanian 

Ministry of Tourism
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The One Young World Summit 2022

Tuesday 6 September - Evening Networking Break
17:30 - 19:30 BST (agenda subject to change)

Digitising Justice: Putting Data at the Center of Criminal Justice Reform

Criminal Justice systems aim to protect the innocent, convict the guilty and ensure order at all levels of society. However, 
structural challenges still remain within these complex systems such as racial profiling and mass incarceration. In this 
session, learn more about the actions that still need to be taken to reform criminal justice systems around the world, and 
how data and technology are being harnessed to reshape criminal justice for a more fair, justice future for all.

Featured Speakers:

• Jessica Gladstone - Partner, Clifford Chance
• Clementine Jacobe - Co-Founder & CEO, Recidiviz
• Nelson Olanipekun - Nigerian Human Rights Lawyer & Co-Founder, Citizens Gavel

Accelerating Impact

On the Front Lines of Peace: Building a New Humanitarian Movement
From Ethiopia to Ukraine, armed conflict is driving instability across various regions, with global consequences. Conflict 
has a lasting and tangible impact on the lives of those who find themselves caught up in unstable parts of the globe. In this 
session, learn more about the role of on-the-ground humanitarian organisations in times of war, the role that international 
organisations must play in shaping humanitarian aid responses, and the actions that still need to be taken towards building 
a new international humanitarian movement.

Featured Speakers:

• Dr Danny Sriskandarajah - CEO, OXFAM International
• Luca Bucken - One Young World Ambassador and Head of Growth & Strategy, Speetar

Delegate Speaker Q&A: Gender Equality
Following up from the Plenary Session on the Presentation Stage, in this session, take this exclusive opportunity to ask your 
questions to this year’s Delegate Speakers and Counsellors as well as hear more about their work, personal journeys and 
experiences.

Lead2030 Showcase: bp & AbInBev
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Bethelhem Abebe - CEO, Zafree Papers
• Olugbenga Olubanjo - CEO, Reedi Inc

IKEA’s Open Home

Ambassadors in Action

Every year at the Summit, One Young World hosts Ambassadors In Action sessions which spotlight exceptional members of 
the Community who have made incredible strides since attending their first Summit. The sessions show first-time delegates 
how they can harness the energy gained at OYW to drive change in their companies/organisations, lead with optimism and 
confidence, and/or mobilise further positive change.

Featured Speakers:

• Francois Pienaar - Former South African Rugby Captain
• Indy Singh Hothi - Co-Founder , Upside 
• Zubair Junjunia - Founder, ZNotes 
• Abeer Abu Ghaith - Founder and CEO , MENA Alliances

Entrepreneur of the Year: Leading with Purpose: Business and Social Responsibility

In recent years, social responsibility has moved to centre stage and continues to play an increasingly important role in how 
people conduct business and engage with their customer base. In 2016, Three out of four FS CEOs believed that business 
success in the 21st century will be defined by more than financial profit (PWC, 2016). Whilst CSR continues to rise in the 
corporate sphere, this desire for business as a force for social good is echoed within the entrepreneurial landscape with 
the rise of social and responsible entrepreneurship. No longer is there as finite a distinction between nonprofit and for-
profit businesses: all businesses have the power to give back. In this panel, hear from 3 of the Entrepreneur of the Year 
Award winners who have overcome multiple barriers as young entrepreneurs to not only keep their successful businesses 
going but also to use these businesses as engines for social good. They will provide support and advice to young aspiring 
entrepreneurs who want to take part in the demanding but satisfactory journey of entrepreneurship, whilst striking a balance 
between the need for social responsibility and financial return.

Featured Speakers:

• Luis Javier Castro - President, Founding Partner, Mesoamerica 
• Steven Bartlett - Co-Founder and Former CEO of Social Chain 
• Alejandra Ríos - CEO of Ambrosía and Founder of Meraki Ventures 
• Freddy Vega - Founder and CEO of Platzi
• Enkhuun Byambadorj - Co-Founder, Breathe Mongolia

Empowering Progress

Journalist of the Year: Defending Human Rights: Journalism as a Force for Change
According to UNESCO, In the last five years, around 85% of the global population has experienced a decline in press 
freedoms in their country. Amidst increasing disinformation and censorship, the integrity of impactful journalism has been 
particularly threatened, marginalised and even forcibly silenced. However, against such threats, journalism with the intent of 
defending rights has persisted in ensuring that individuals are able to pursue a life free from tyranny in all its forms. Despite 
the barriers they face, many journalists continue to use their words as a powerful force for change. In this panel, hear from 3 
of the Journalist of the Year Award winners Lotfullah Najafizada, Manisha Ganguly, and Daniel Villatoro, as they share their 
experiences reporting on violations of rights and liberties, often at the expense of their own safety and well-being. Through 
this session, gain insights into what it takes to become a journalist, and the actions that still need to be taken to ensure free 
speech and media freedoms for all around the world.

Featured Speakers:

• Kamal Ahmed - Editor-in-Chief and Co-founder, The News Movement 
• Lotfullah Najafizada - Journalist & Director, TOLOnews 
• Manisha Ganguly - Investigative Journalist & Documentary Filmmaker 
• Maria Paulina Beena - Journalist at El Espectador and Creator of La Pulla’

Energy & Climate: Achieving a Clean, Affordable & Secure Energy Future

Climate change is the world’s most pressing and complex issue. With global energy use accounting for almost 70% of 
greenhouse gas emissions, we require a redesign of the energy system to get to net zero. Addressing this challenge at scale 
will take the collaborative actions of political leaders, corporates and civil society. Moreover, effective solutions for a rapid 
energy transition to net zero also need to balance the need for affordable and secure energy, as well as clean. In this panel 
session, we bring together young leaders representing energy, industry and activists for an open conversation to address 
these topics. Offer robust challenge and share different perspectives on how they are addressing the energy transition and 
driving climate action.

Driving Impact: The Future of Female Leadership
According to the Institute for Women’s Leadership, women globally hold just 24% of senior leadership positions. Although 
this statistic continues to slowly increase, the majority of women still face long-standing systemic barriers that inhibit career 
mobility. Factors such as societal expectations, employer policies and lack of availability of care allow the gender gap in 
leadership to persist. In this session, hear more from a panel of exceptional female leaders on how they have navigated 
adversity throughout each of their careers, the importance of female representation in leadership roles and the actions 
that every individual can take to foster healthy, safe and inclusive environments for women to thrive, and achieve their full 
potential.

Featured Speakers:

• Áslaug Arna Sigurbjörnsdóttir - Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation, Iceland 
• Ana Mosiashvili - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador 
• Ibtihaj Muhammad - Olympic Medal Fencer, Entrepreneur and Activist
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The One Young World Summit 2022

Wednesday 7 September - Afternoon Networking Break
12:30 - 14:30 BST (agenda subject to change)

Bridging the Gap: Delivering Healthcare in Conflict Zones

According to the World Bank, 2 billion people are currently living in fragile and conflict-affected regions around the world. 
Prolonged conflict can be detrimental to a country’s health infrastructure structure, and can take decades for a population 
to recover. In this session, hear more about the measures needed to broaden healthcare access for all amidst conflict, and 
learn about the innovative solutions available to improve and equip health practitioners around the world with the necessary 
education and skills needed to tackle health inequities.

Featured Speakers:

• Dr Waheed Arian - Doctor, Radiologist & WHO Digital Health Expert
• Isaac Owfadewa - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador

Accelerating Impact

The Role of Law in Driving Sustainability (40 minutes)
Law is central to ensuring fairness; and fairness is critical in enabling the transition to sustainability to happen. This is true 
at a national, international and local level: amongst communities and corporations.   In this session, hear from Mishcon de 
Reya’s lawyers as they illustrate, by reference to case studies, how the law can be used as a tool to drive positive change in 
society.

Featured Speakers:

• Alexandra Agnew - Associate, Mishcon de Reya 
• Christina Chambers - Trainee Solicitor, Mishcon de Reya 
• Becca Hird - Associate, Mishcon de Reya 
• Harry Eccles-Williams - Managing Associate, Mishcon de Reya

IKEA’s Open Home
Lead 2030 Showcase: Credit Suisse & Deloitte

The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues.This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Godefroy Harito - Founder, Treeapp
• Adan Ramirez Sanchez - Chief Executive Officer, Greenfluidics
• Oliver Withers - Biodiversity Lead & Global Sustainability, Credit Suisse
• Antonio Zapulla - CEO, Reuters Foundation 

Empowering Progress

Tackling Gender-Based Violence

In every corner of the world, sexual violence continues to be used as a common tool of abuse typically against women and 
children. In the wake of international movements such as #MeToo – a campaign aimed at raising awareness of rape culture 
and toxic masculinity – sexual violence remains at the top of the global agenda as one of the most critical issues plaguing 
both developed and developing countries alike. In this session, hear from a range of global leaders and experts as they 
discuss how we can drive action to combat sexual violence to improve the lives of millions.

Featured Speakers:

• Monica Geingos - First Lady of Namibia
• Jaha Dukareh - Founder, Safe Hands for Girls and One Young World Ambassador

The Inclusion Revolution

Diversity is crucial. Generation Valuable is here to change the world of business for future generations. In this session, 
hear from Caroline Casey, Founder of the Valuable 500 and how their latest campaign with Generation Valuable will be 
an incredible launchpad for disability leaders and champions of today so that they can drive disability inclusion and 
accessibility efforts in their companies, influence systemic change and sit in the boardrooms of tomorrow.

Featured Speakers:

• Daniel Durant - Actor 
• Keely Kat Wells - One Young World Ambassador and Founder, C Talent

Delegate Speaker Q&A: Conflict Prevention
Following up from the Plenary Session on the Presentation Stage, in this session, take this exclusive opportunity to ask your 
questions to this year’s Delegate Speakers and Counsellors as well as hear more about their work, personal journeys and 
experiences.

Authentic Activism for Impactful Action
On and offline activism has boomed in the last few years, and is increasingly leading to real social change. In this 
discussion, hear from panellists as they break down what it means to be an authentic and impactful activist and share tips 
for discovering one’s voice and calling when striving to generate social change.

Featured Speakers:

• Halima Aden - Model & Humanitarian Activist 
• Jamira Burley - Social Justice Advocate, Activist and Founder, IAMHERETO and One Young World Ambassador 
• Marc Alain Boucicault - Social Justice Advocate, Activist and Founder, IAMHERETO and One Young World Ambassador

Maintaining Peace: The Path Forward Amidst Global Instability
How do we maintain peace beyond conflicts? In this session, learn more about how international institutions like the United 
Nations are harnessing the power of multilateralism to advance international peacebuilding & security processes, and the 
many challenges that we face ahead in this ever-shifting world of instability.

Featured Speakers:

• Michael Moller - Former Director-General of the United Nations Office in Geneva 
• Ahmed Nawaz - One Young World Ambassador, Activist for youth empowerment, education and anti-radicalisation

Lead 2030 Showcase: Santen & Roche
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Bonny Dave - Co-Founder, Trestle Labs 
• Stewart O’Callaghan - Founder + Director, Live Through This 
• Caroline Casey - Founder, Valuable 500 
• Lara Partridge - Global Head of Sustainability, Santen 
• Eleanor Eisenstadt - Disease Level Partner, Roche Products Ltd.

Accelerating Impact Live: A Masterclass

Promoting Women, Peace and Security

Women’s participation in conflict prevention and resolution can improve outcomes before, during and after conflict. But 
women are often excluded from formal peace processes. Continued failure to include women in peace processes ignores 
their demonstrated contributions and overlooks a potential strategy to respond more effectively to security threats around 
the world. In this session, hear from leading experts on the crucial role women play in conflict prevention and the lasting 
peace that can be achieved through equal representation in peace negotiations at all levels.

Featured Speakers:

• Noam Shuster Eliassi - Comedian, Peacebuilder & Activist 
• Kurba-Marie Questelles - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador & Peace and Security Specialist 
• Dr Alaa Murabit - Director of Health at the Gates Foundation

Interactive 
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Purposeful Pride

In this session, hear from exceptional LGBTQA+ leaders on how we can be purposeful, inclusive, pride driven leaders, and 
the actions that can be taken by all to generate impactful change from within one’s own community, business, project or 
initiative. 

Featured Speakers:

• Mark Tewksbury - Olympic champion swimmer & Chair, Special Olympics Canada 
• Daniel Villatoro - Coordinator of the Latin American LBGTI Journalism Initiative

Accelerating Impact

Politician of the Year Award Showcase: Understanding Power Structures: Women & Political Leadership
Just 10 countries globally have a female Head of State, while only 13 countries have a female Head of Government. In order 
to generate long-term, sustainable peace and build prosperous futures for all, women must be included in governmental 
decision-making processes. In this session, hear from 3 of this year’s 2022 Politician of the Year Winners to explore the 
experiences and challenges they have faced being women in politics, and the crucial actions that still must be taken to 
ensure gender equitable opportunities for all women seeking political office.

Featured Speakers:

• Aslaug Arna Sigurbjörnsdóttir - Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation 
• Dr. Sumera Shams - Member of the Provincial Assembly of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa 
• Taylor Small - Vermont State Representative

Delegate Speaker Q&A: Health Equity
Following up from the Plenary Session on the Presentation Stage, in this session, take this exclusive opportunity to ask your 
questions to this year’s Delegate Speakers and Counsellors as well as hear more about their work, personal journeys and 
experiences.

Lead 2030 Showcase: Novartis & Holcim
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

IKEA’s Open Home
Migration and Integration: Fostering Welcoming Communities

Over 89 million people have been forcibly displaced around the world. From conflict, and persecution, to climate change- 
action must be taken to support the growing number of refugees and asylum seekers fleeing their countries. In this session, 
hear from experts as they discuss the driving factors of these trends, what still needs to be done by international agencies 
to tackle these challenges, and the exceptional work being done on the local level to support the integration of refugees and 
asylum seekers globally.

Featured Speakers:

• Isra Chaker - Campaign Strategist, ACLU and One Young World Ambassador 
• Ugochi Daniels - Deputy Director General, International Organization for Migration 
• Isaac Bencomo - Research Assistant, Save The Children UK and One Young World Ambassador 
• Meron Semedar - MCF Scholars Advisor, Centre for African Studies, University of California, Berkeley and One Young 

World Ambassador

Empowering Progress

Ambassadors in Action
Every year at the Summit, One Young World hosts Ambassadors In Action sessions which spotlight exceptional members of 
the Community who have made incredible strides since attending their first Summit. The sessions show first-time delegates 
how they can harness the energy gained at OYW to drive change in their companies/organisations, lead with optimism and 
confidence, and/or mobilise further positive change.

Featured Speakers:

• Jonny Jacobs - Finance Director EMEA, Starbucks 
• Edmilson Angelo - Founder and Director, Change 1’s Life 
• Luis Javier Castro - President, Founding Partner, Mesoamerica

Advancing Racial Equality in Healthcare
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted long-existing inequities present across healthcare systems globally. In this session, 
learn about the actions that can be taken to address systematic racial inequalities globally, and the critical role health 
equity can play in unravelling systems of oppression. Joined by leading experts from Astrazeneca, also hear more about the 
impacts equitable policies and proposals in the health systems can have on communities of colour and other marginalised 
groups.

Conflict in the Age of Disinformation
The mass adoption of social media, the quick and easy spread of information, and the digitisation of the news are all 
driving factors for the rise of disinformation as a crucial political and military tool by governments around the world. How 
do we approach the emerging challenges of disinformation, and how can governments increase their capacity to deal with 
these threats, especially in the context of deteriorating global peace? Equally, how can national governments spreading 
disinformation be held accountable by the international community in order to restore the truth? In this session, hear more 
about the rise of digital disinformation, its use as a tool for conflict and disruption, and possible policy and technological 
approaches available to curb its influence around the world in global relations.

Lightning Pitch Session
Have an impactful idea for tackling the Sustainable Development Goals? Come sell it on stage to an audience in this fast-
paced lightning pitch session hosted by One Young World’s exceptional Coordinating Ambassadors. 

The Right to Access: Sexual and Reproductive Health Services

While every individual has the right to make their own choices about their sexual and reproductive health, it is estimated 
that over 4.3 billion people will lack at least one essential sexual or reproductive health service over the course of 
their reproductive life. In this session, hear from leading experts on the importance of promoting access to sexual and 
reproductive health and rights and the current challenges being faced in the pursuit of safeguarding these fundamental 
human rights for all.

Featured Speakers:

• James Chau - International Broadcaster and Host of the China Current 
• Dr Alaa Murabit - Director of Health at the Gates Foundation 
• Mohamed Gaber - Executive Project Officer , Kirklees Council

The African Century

The demographic transformation taking place across Africa will see the continent’s working population boom in the 
decades to come. According to UN estimates, by 2050, Africa’s population will have doubled, making up 25% of the 
world’s population. This surge will have a significant impact on Africa’s development, leading some to believe that the 21st 
Century will be ‘the African Century’. In this session, hear more about how demographic changes are influencing African 
development, the importance of cultivating ethical leadership in shaping stronger, more resilient institutions in the coming 
decades, and the actions that can be taken to equip young leaders with the skills and knowledge needed to lead these 
transformations for the future.

Featured Speakers:

• Tendai Mtawarira - South African Rugby Champion 
• Chido Cleopatra - Special Envoy for Youth, African Union 
• Mpho Mookapele - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador & Chief Executive Officer Energy & Water SETA

Reducing Our Footprint: Water Management in the Automotive Industry
The automotive industry in Europe is one of the largest sectors of the economy on the continent. The industry offers jobs 
to millions of people. But like any industry, it has an impact on the environment that needs to be minimised as much as 
possible. Although many companies are beginning to transition to electric motors, and rethinking their supply chains to 
reduce CO2 emissions, water consumption and management within these production processes is critical. In this session, 
hear from industry leaders and experts on how we can create more sustainable automotive supply chains, and learn more 
about the actions and initiatives that Audi and Bentley have taken through their environmental programmes to reshape 
water consumption across their manufacturing processes to ensure long term sustainable water use.

Featured Speakers:

• Rüdiger Recknagel - Chief Environmental Officer for the Audi Group; Spokesman of the Board of Management of the 
Audi Environmental Foundation

• Peter Bosch - Member of the Board for Manufacturing at Bentley Motors
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Journalism, Accountability and Democracy

To build a fair, democratic society in which the powerful are held accountable, requires a responsible, independent and 
diverse media landscape, with quality journalism adhering to ethical standards at every step of the way. In this session, 
hear from leading journalists on the critical importance of media freedom, and the powerful role journalism can play in both 
informing the public, empowering the masses, and inspiring everyone to take action.

Featured Speakers:

• Antonio Zapulla - CEO, Thomson Reuters Foundation 
• Tamana Ayazi - Documentarian and Journalist 
• Maria Paulina Beena - Journalist at El Espectador and Creator of La Pulla

Accelerating Impact IKEA’s Open Home

Lightning Pitch Session

Have an impactful idea for tackling the Sustainable Development Goals? Come sell it on stage to an audience in this fast-
paced lightning pitch session hosted by One Young World’s exceptional Coordinating Ambassadors. 

How can better homes and better work lead to a better life?

The Inner Development Goals ( IDGs ) are being co-created with leading scientists, academics, companies and institutions 
to map out the most important inner qualities, mental models, capabilities and skills to increase the chances of us reaching 
the Sustainable Development Goals. In this session hosted by IKEA, learn more and contribute to this new leadership model 
that has been built through partnerships with top academics, business and Eskaret Foundation. Upskilling plays a crucial 
role in developing leadership behaviours, emotions, values, beliefs and mental models and has the power to mobilise people 
beyond the boundaries of traditional institutions and partnerships. Walk away from this session with a field kit of new skills 
and knowledge for immediate implementation in your own projects and initiatives post Summit. People make IKEA better 
and you can co-create a better everyday life for and with the many people with thin wallets in a sustainable and affordable 
way with the help of Inner Development Goals.

Featured Speakers:
• Jenny Jhalmer - Leadership and Competence Development Manager, IKEA 
• Jan Artem Henriksson - Executive Director, Inner Development Goals

Empowering Progress

Ambassadors in Action

Every year at the Summit, One Young World hosts Ambassadors In Action sessions which spotlight exceptional members of 
the Community who have made incredible strides since attending their first Summit. The sessions show first-time delegates 
how they can harness the energy gained at One Young World to drive change in their companies/organisations, lead with 
optimism and confidence, and/or mobilise further positive change.

Featured Speakers:

• Monica De Greiff - President of the Chamber of Commerce of Bogotá 
• Yi Kang Choo - Co-Founder and President, One Young World Cambridge
• Tania Rosas - CEO & Co-Founder, Origen Learning Fund Sorana 
• Florentina Ionita - Sustainability, Digital & Innovation Manager, Global Logistics, Bühler Group

Delegate Speaker Q&A: Ethical Leadership
Following up from the Plenary Session on the Presentation Stage, in this session, take this exclusive opportunity to ask your 
questions to this year’s Delegate Speakers and Counsellors as well as hear more about their work, personal journeys and 
experiences.

The Global Network of First Spouses: Colombia National Prize for Young Talent Showcase
In this session, hear from the First Lady of Colombia and National Prize for Young Talent Winners as they discuss how they 
are collectively addressing Colombia’s leading challenges.

Advancing Climate Education for a Greener Future
Education is a critical agent for addressing the issues of climate change. In this session, hear from global leaders on how 
education can prepare current and future generations for the climate challenges to come, and the key actions that can be 
taken to equip young leaders with the knowledge and skills needed for the green jobs of the future.

Promoting Social Cohesion for Peace & Resilience
In an increasingly divided world, how can we bring different people together? In this session, hear from panellists as they 
discuss how we collectively can achieve meaningful social cohesion during a time where global forces and tech seem to 
be pulling us apart. Leaning on the real-life experience of the panellists, learn more about how we can build community 
cohesion in even the most difficult of places.

Featured Speakers:

• Mike Omonyi - Co-Founder of Common Sense Network & One Young World Ambassador 
• Rebecca Friel - CEO, ODD Arts 
• Jack Houghton - Co-Founder & CPO Mindset AI

Lead 2030 Showcase: Deloitte
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Jack Growden - Founder & CEO - LiteHaus International 
• Dora Palfi - Co-Founder & CEO - imagiLabs 
• Ibtihaj Muhammad - Olympic Medal Fencer, Entrepreneur and Activist

Interactive 
Stage Agenda



Young leaders, welcome to  
The One Young World Summit 2022

Thursday 8 September - Evening Networking Break
16:00 - 18:00 BST (agenda subject to change)

Ambassadors in Action

Every year at the Summit, One Young World hosts Ambassadors In Action sessions which spotlight exceptional members of 
the Community who have made incredible strides since attending their first Summit. The sessions show first-time delegates 
how they can harness the energy gained at One Young World to drive change in their companies/organisations, lead with 
optimism and confidence, and/or mobilise further positive change.

Featured Speakers:

• Jonathan Puerta - Co-Founder, Design Your Nation and TASKME 
• Tabotabo Auatabu - Senior Prosecutor, Office of the Attorney General 
• Jessica Chapplow - Managing Partner, Head of Ecommerce, Reprise Digital 
• Ilia Calderon - Co-Anchor, Noticiero Univision and Co-host, Aquí y Ahora

Accelerating Impact
Lead 2030 Showcase: BMS & Asahi
The Lead2030 Challenge Winners have each been awarded $50,000 and will receive mentorship support from their 
Challenge Partner to help amplify their impact as they tackle some of the world’s most pressing issues. This session will 
showcase the ways in which Lead2030 Challenge Partners and Winners are collaborating for the SDGs.

Featured Speakers:

• Pratiksha Pandey - CEO, Smart Cheli 
• Nasreen Sheikh - Founder and Executive Director, Empowerment Collective 
• Halima Aden - Model & Humanitarian Activist

The Global Network of First Spouses: Joven Mbarete National Prize Showcase
In this session, hear from the First Lady of Paraguay and Joven Mbarete National Prize Winners as they discuss how they 
are collectively addressing Paraguay’s leading challenges.

IKEA’s Open Home

Changing the Game: Sports Leadership and Sustainable Development 

For decades, sports have had the ability to unify nations and bring people together. Sport is also a powerful transformational 
tool that attracts youth participation and supports the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 
From advancing education, promoting diversity and inclusion, to closing the gender gap and empowering women & girls, 
sports based programmes and professional athletes have proven to be central towards improving the livelihoods of 
communities across the globe. In this session, hear from leading global athletes on how they are harnessing their platforms 
for social change, and the actions that every young person can take to be a champion for good in their own communities 
and beyond.

Featured Speakers:

• Mark Tewksbury - OYW Counsellor and Olympic champion swimmer & Chair, Special Olympics Canada 
• Nagin Ravand - Professional Football Coach 
• Jamad Fiin - CEO/Founder, Jamad Basketball Camps

The Global Network of First Spouses: Namibia #BeFree National Prize Showcase

In this session, hear from the First Lady of Namibia and #BeFree National Prize Winners as they discuss how they are 
collectively addressing Namibia’s leading challenges.

Empowering Progress

Combating Corruption: Setting the Agenda for Good Governance
Corruption takes many forms, from facilitating money laundering to syphoning humanitarian aid, and its annual cost is 
estimated to be a staggering $3.6 trillion. Despite the importance of this issue, according to the Corruption Perceptions 
Index, 2 out of 3 countries are currently navigating corruption challenges while 27 countries are at their lowest score ever.  In 
this session, learn how corruption plays a detrimental role in undermining human rights, weakening democracies around the 
world, and how leaders can promote good governance and lay the institutional foundation for combating these challenges 
that face future generations.

Featured Speakers:

• Juan Diego Vásquez - Member of the National Assembly of the Republic of Panama 
• Thuli Madonsela - Advocate, Law Trust Chair in Social Justice and Law Professor
• Aura Cifuentes - Strategic Ecosystem Manager, Ágata Agencia Analítica and One Young World Ambassador

Democratic Technologies and Web3: A Force for Good?
Web3, is described as the third iteration of the internet, seeks to create a decentralised model of the World Wide Web, 
employing technologies ranging from artificial intelligence to the blockchain. Its aim is to transform the internet into a space 
in which cooperation and privacy are paramount. In this session, learn more about how Web3 is promoting the values of 
inclusivity and accessibility, the challenges we face in bringing this technology to the mainstream, and how creating ethical 
tech is driving innovation for positive social impact.

Featured Speakers:

• Vilas Dhar - President of the Patrick J McGovern Foundation 
• Jessica Chapplow - Managing Partner, Head of Ecommerce, Reprise Digital and One Young World Ambassador

Impact Intrapreneurship: Driving Change from Within
Hosted by the League of Intrapreneurs, hear how you can generate positive impact through your day job. Reflecting on 
speakers’ personal journeys and experiences as purpose-driven leaders, hear more about the actions that can be taken 
individually to create change from within one’s organisation. 

Featured Speakers:

• Maggie De Pree - Co-Founder, the League of Intrapreneurs 
• Hamzah Sarwar - One Young World Ambassador

Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery: Unraveling the Numbers

There are currently more than 40.5 million people around the world living in modern slavery. In this session, hear from 
human rights advocates and survivors about the driving causes of modern day slavery, and the actions that can be taken to 
eradicate it. 

Featured Speakers:

• Ilia Calderon - Co-Anchor, Noticiero Univision and Co-host, Aquí y Ahora 
• Bilal Fawaz - Boxing Champion 
• Nasreen Sheikh - Founder of Empowerment Collective & Local Women’s Handicrafts

Lightning Pitch Session

Have an impactful idea for tackling the Sustainable Development Goals? Come sell it on stage to an audience in this fast-
paced lightning pitch session hosted by One Young World’s exceptional Coordinating Ambassadors. 

Be Seen, Be Heard: Young Leaders Have Their Say
From the highest levels of political office, to grassroots mobilising, we all have a crucial role to play in accelerating social 
impact for future generations. In this session, learn more about the importance of meaningful action to challenge our 
business and political systems in order to create a more equal and just society, and how we can ensure that the voices 
of young people are amplified and heard across decision making processes. Also learn more about the #BeSeenBeHeard 
campaign launched by The Body Shop and the United Nations Envoy on Youth and how multilateral partnerships can be 
leveraged to raise youth voices in the halls of power around the world.

Featured Speakers:

• Chris Davis - Global Director of Activism and Sustainability, The Body Shop 
• Jana Degrott - Co-Founder , We Belong and One Young World Ambassador 
• Seun Fakorede - Commissioner for Youth & Sport, Nigeria 
• Maria Villela - One Young World Coordinating Ambassador

Reducing Our Footprint: Water Management in the Automotive Industry
The automotive industry in Europe is one of the largest sectors of the economy on the continent. The industry offers jobs 
to millions of people. But like any industry, it has an impact on the environment that needs to be minimised as much as 
possible. Although many companies are beginning to transition to electric motors, and rethinking their supply chains to 
reduce CO2 emissions, water consumption and management within these production processes is critical. In this session, 
hear from industry leaders and experts on how we can create more sustainable automotive supply chains, and learn more 
about the actions and initiatives that Audi and Bentley have taken through their environmental programmes to reshape 
water consumption across their manufacturing processes to ensure long term sustainable water use.

Featured Speakers:

• Rüdiger Recknagel - Chief Environmental Officer for the Audi Group; Spokesman of the Board of Management of the 
Audi Environmental Foundation 

• Peter Bosch - Member of the Board for Manufacturing at Bentley Motors
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